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Combining Browsing Behaviors and Page
Contents for Finding User Interests

Fang Li, Yihong Li, Yanchen Wu, Kai Zhou, Feng Li, Xingguang Wang,
and Benjamin Liu∗

Abstract This paper proposes a system for finding a user’s interests based on
his browsing behaviors and the contents of his visited pages. An advanced client
browser plug-in is implemented to track the user browsing behaviors and collect
the information about the web pages that he has viewed. We develop a user-interest
model in which user interests can be inferred by clustering and summarization the
viewed page contents. The corresponding degree of his interest can be calculated
based on his browsing behaviors and histories. The calculation for the interested de-
gree is based on Gaussian process regression model which captures the relationship
between a user’s browsing behaviors and his interest to a web page. Experiments
show that the system can find the user interests automatically and dynamically.

1 Introduction

The Internet has become an important part of our daily life. Everyone has their own
purposes or interests on the Internet access. How to find their interests has become
one of the recent research goals for personalized search, collaborative filtering and
recommendation systems.

Research on user interests can be broadly divided into two sides: client side and
server side. Client-side research focuses on learning user model based on browsing
history or behaviors, such as the time spent on the page, the count of clicking or
scrolling, as well as other user activities [2]. The research on server side focuses
more on extracting common interests or community patterns using web or search
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logs. However, there is no reason to believe that every user may need whatever the
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other users would need. One hundred user could have one hundreds needs. There-
fore, many recent researches [2, 7, 8] have moved to the client side to analyze user
web navigation and interactive behaviors to explore the use of personalized appli-
cations by tailoring the information presented to individual users. Our research also
focuses on the client side, combining browsing behaviors and content analysis to
generate the user interests automatically. We all know that if a user does not like
sports, he will probably not view sports pages; if a user spends more time on spe-
cific pages, he would show some interests in the content of the pages. Thus, the
content of viewed web pages may reflect the interests of a user, that the browsing
behaviors are valuable indicator to infer a user’s interests.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a plug-
in tool to collect user browsing information. Section 3 describes our model and
method. Section 4 presents the experiments of our system. Finally we make some
conclusions.

2 Information Collection

In order to collect information during a user’s surfing on the Internet, we imple-
mented a browser plug-in. It can be divided into two parts: the page data collector
(PDC) and the user behavior collector (UBC). The PDC is used to collect the in-
formation about visited pages and their contents. The UBC is to track the browsing
activities and collect user browsing behaviors.

2.1 Page Data Collection

The information of a web page can be divided into two categories: page information
and content information, given as follows:

Page Information

• The uniform resource locator (URLs) of the visited page: It is useful for extract-
ing contents and evaluating its relevance to the next visited page.

• The page capacity: It includes how large the literal content of a page, how many
pictures or images, how many out-links of the page. These factors have strong
relation with the time that a user spent on the page.

Content Information

• The title of a page: It describes the main idea of a page.
• The content of a page: It describes the essence of a page which can reflect a user’s

interests.
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2.2 Web Page Denoising

In order to obtain the content of a page, the module of Web Page Denoising (WPD)
is implemented to eliminate irrelevant (noisy) information of the page, such as ad-
vertisements, copyrights, navigations and page scripts etc. WPD consists of two
parts: page segmentation and noise filtering. The page segmentation part parses the
structure of a web page and segments the page into several visual blocks. The noise
filtering part calculates the importance of the above blocks based on their features
and then filters out noising blocks.

The Step of WPD algorithm is briefly given as follows:

Step1: parse the structure of a given HTML page into a document object model
(DOM) tree.
Step2: use the vision-based page segmentation algorithm (VIPS) [3] to segment
a page into a certain number of visual blocks.
Step3: represent each of the visual blocks as a feature vector based on our block
importance model. The spatial features (position and size) and other features (the
number of images and out-links) are extracted and used to construct a feature
vector.
Step4: train the block importance model based on Support Vector Machine with
RBF kernel (the Radius Basis kernel Function) (RBF-SVM) [1].
Step5: extract the content of the most important visual blocks as the content
of a page. Noisy information of unimportant visual blocks is filtered out there-
after.

2.3 User Behaviors Collection

The browsing behaviors are valuable indicator to infer his interests. After in-
stalled the browser plug-in on the client side, our UBC can track the user’s ac-
tivities with the web browser and instantly log the following kinds of user browsing
behaviors:

• The time that a user spends on browsing a page
• The amount of scrolling
• The URLs sequence of a user clicks during a visit

Some browsing behaviors may not directly show whether the user likes or dis-
likes a page. For example, a user may have to slide the page several times to go
through it. A long page possibly costs a user much time. Combination of browsing
behaviors and page capacity can produce user interests.
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3 Finding User Interests

3.1 Problem Definition

Let P = {P1, P2, ..., Pn} denotes a set of pages that a user has browsed. Each page
can be represented as an information vector.

Definition 1 (Information Vector). An information vector of a page is defined as a
7-tuple infoi =

[
sizei , linki , imagei , scrolli , timei , dscrolli , dtimei], in which sizei

is the literal capacity of the page, linki is the number of out-links, imagei is the
number of images, scrolli is the amount of user scrolling and timei denotes the
time spent on the page.

Definition 2 (User-Interest Vector). A user’s interest vector is defined as an m-
tuple IG =

[
(G1, IG1), . . . , (Gm, IGm)

]
, where m denotes the number of the user’s

interests, Gi denotes the ith interest and IGi
denotes the corresponding interested

degree of Gi . Each of his interests is represented as a set of keywords.

The first problem we need to solve is to develop a reasonable user-interest model
which can infer a user’s interested degree to a viewed web page based on his brows-
ing behaviors. The second problem is to find what an interest is, and how to calcu-
late its interested degree. As follows, Section 3.2 introduce our method to solve the
problem 1, Section 3.3 tackles the problem 2.

3.2 User-Interest Model

According to the definition of an information vector, 5 of the 7 features can be
obtained directly from the plug-in, while the last two features dscrolliand dtimei

need to explain as follows:
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We observe that a web page is accessed by a hyperlink of the previous page.
For example: a user may go to http://www.sony.com and follow an out link on the
page: http://www.sonystyle.com/digitalmaging/cyber-shot.htm in order to find his
interested information. The previous page is used to help him to find the latter page.
In order to accumulate the time spent and the scrolling of the previous page,
two features, dscrolli and dtimei , are defined to evaluate the interest gain of a latter
page. The two features are calculated using Eqs. 1 and 2.

dscrolli = Simurl(urli , urli−1) · IP i−1 · [scrolli − scrolli−1] (1)
dtimei = Simurl(urli , urli−1) · IP i−1 · [t imei − t imei−1] (2)

where Simurl is the URL similarity between two consecutive pages which is cal-
culated in Eq. 9.

Simurl(urli , urlj ) = 2 · length(common(urli , urlj ))

length(urli)+ length(urlj )
(3)
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where common(urli , urlj ) denotes common prefix substrings of two URLs and
length(urli) denotes the length of urli .

Based on the information vector, the Gaussian process regression model (GPR)
[6] is used to train our user-interest model M . This interest model captures how the
information vector of a page is related to the interested degree of the page using the
Eq. 4.

IPnew =
N∑

i=1

αi · k(Infoi , Infonew) (4)

Where N is the number of pages in a given training set, α = (K+ δ2EN)−1 and
K = (

k(Inf oi, Inf oj )
)
N×N

. The radius basis function (RBF) is considered as the
kernel function used in Eq. 4, and calculated as follows:

k(Infoi , Infoj ) = exp
⌊
−γ (Infoi − Infoj )

2
⌋

(5)

Where the hyper-parameter γ denotes the length scale, of which the value is 1.0.
Given a new page Pnew and its information vector Infonew, the RBF-GPR model can
predict a user’s interested degree of the page. For simplicity, the degree of a user’s
interest is defined as the sum of the corresponding interested degrees of all those
pages related to this interest.

IGi
=

∑

Pj∈Gi

IPj
(6)

Where Gi denotes a user’s interest, Pj ∈ Gi and Pj is a single web page.

3.3 Finding User Interests

Page contents are important for finding user interests. Our clustering algorithm first
utilizes Kaufman approach (KA) [5] for initialization, which initializes clustering
by successively selecting representative page instances until m instances have been
found. Then it uses the selected m seeds as the initial centroids and finally performs
the spherical K-Means algorithm [4] to divide all the pages intom clusters. Based on
the clustering results, some keywords are extracted to represent user interests and
the summarization method is implemented to provide some detailed information for
each interest.

4 Experiments

To evaluate the performance of our system, we conducted two experiments. One
experiment was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the user-interest model
based on RBF-GPR. The other one was conducted to validate whether users were
satisfied with the results found by the system. There were 13 voluntary students
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jointed in our experiments. Each participant was given three tasks according to the
following requirements:

1. Use Internet Explorer (6.0 or 7.0) browser embedded with our plug-in to surf the
web.

2. Assign an interest score of [0, 100] to a visited page.
3. Predefine his interests by using some words and phrases.

From the first task, we collected a dataset of about 2-week information (from
September 29, 2007 to October 10, 2007) gathered from 13 voluntaries, the dataset
consists of the page data and the browsing behaviors. The total number of the visited
web page was about 3,350 which covers different topics including politics, culture,
economy, science, entertainment and so on. From the second task, we obtained the
interested degree for each visited pages rated by each participant. From the third
task, we have collected the predefined interests of 13 voluntaries manually. These
interests are considered as the reference results. The average number of predefined
interests was 10.5, minimum number was 7 and maximum was 13.

4.1 Evaluation of User-Interest Model

The dataset was divided into two groups: 65% of our dataset were used for training
the model, and the rest was used for testing. There are two experiments:

Evaluate the RBF-GPR model for measuring prediction performance
For comparison purposes, we use the mean square error (MSE) to validate the

effectiveness of our proposed user-interest model.

MSE(U) = 1
|DU | ·

∑

x∈DU

(f̂ (inf o(x))− f (inf o(x)))
2

(7)

Where DU is a set of the pages visited by the user U , x is a page instance in DU

and info(x) denotes its information vector, f (info(x)) denotes the user-predefined
interested degree of x and f̂ (info(x)) denotes the model-inferred interested degree
of x. Table 1 shows the results.

Table 1 The evaluation results of the RBF-GPR model for measuring prediction performance

User Pages Mean Square Error

1 672 0.046
2 213 0.046
3 122 0.045
4 122 9.945
5 144 0.081
6 167 0.018
Ave. 240 0.0485
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Table 2 The results of evaluation of the RBF-GPR model based on the distribution of a user’s
interests

User System-Found
Interests Number

MAE SRCC

1 9 0.0101 1
2 9 0.0086 1
3 10 0.0091 0.952
4 9 0.0189 0.917
5 9 0.0075 0.833
6 9 0.0110 0.917
Ave. 9.17 0.0109 0.936

Evaluate the RBF-GPR model based on its influence on the distribution of a
user’s interests

We use the mean absolute error (MAE) to measure the influence of our model
on the distribution of the user’s interests.

MAE(U) = 1
|GU | ·

∑

G∈GU

(d̂(G)− d(G))
2

(8)

Where GU is a set of a user’s (U) interests found by our system, G is one of the
user’s interests, d(G) denotes the real interested degree of G obtained from the user-
predefined interested degrees of the pages and d̂(G) denotes the system-evaluated
interested degree of G. The Spearman correlation coefficient (SRCC) is used to
calculate the relevant strength of the system rating and human rating.

SRCC(rank′, rank) = 1− 6× SRDS(rank′, rank)

u · (u2 − 1)
(9)

where rank′ is the system-evaluated ranking of the found interests, rank is the
user-given ranking of the found interests, SRDS(rank′, rank) denotes the differ-
ence between rank′ and rank and u = |rank|.

Table 2 indicates two kinds of rankings are highly similar, the influences caused
by our model based on the differences between the system-generated distribution
and the real distribution of a user’s interests can be ignored.

4.2 Validation of User Interests

The experiment was conducted to validate whether the users are satisfied with the
results. Each user was asked to check each interest generated by our system and
assign a score (0 to 5) for the interest. The fair-score of the system-found interests of
the 13 participants is on the average 3.041 and the average best-score is 4.154, which
proves that our system can find user’s interests well, and the users are generally
satisfied with the results. However, the average worst-score of the found interests
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is 1.385, which indicates that our system does not always yield good performance.
The reason is that the clustering algorithm can not achieve 100% precision and noise
information of the page also decreases the clustering result.

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a system to investigate the problem of finding user in-
terests. Our system utilizes the implemented plug-in to collect and track browsing
behaviors of a user. The system combines the page contents and browsing behavior
analysis to find and generate the user’s interests automatically. Experiments show
that our system can infer the interested degrees of visited pages based on user’s
browsing behaviors. A summary can compensate the incorrectness of keywords and
indicate more detailed information about each interest. In the future, we will im-
prove the quality of clustering algorithm by using more language technologies. We
plan to use hierarchical clustering algorithm, to identify the hierarchical structure of
user interests.
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